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 The film is directed by Anees Bazmee. The film's story was written by Bazmee and his writing partner Anvita Dutt Guptan. The
film's music was composed by Anvita Dutt Guptan and the background score was composed by Anirudh Ravichander. The film
released worldwide on 28 January 2012. The film was a blockbuster and grossed over worldwide. Plot Akshay Kumar's role of
Dilli Singh is based on a real-life personality. Dilli Singh is a successful horse breeder whose wife mysteriously vanishes soon
after he inherits her family's wealth. Dilli Singh turns to his neighbour, Pandey for help. Pandey's second wife, Jewel wants to

become an actress and Dilli Singh gives her all the help he can. One day, Dilli Singh and his wives (Kunika, Manpreet, and
Shruti) all meet their former classmate Rohit Jaiswal (Mithun Chakraborty), who is now a famous criminal lawyer in the city.
Rohit Jaiswal is engaged to his childhood sweetheart, Jewel, who is a cute and talented girl. But Jewel is secretly involved with
Pandey's brother, Chhota Pandey (Himesh Reshammiya). One night, Rohit reveals to Dilli Singh that he and his brother have

planned a robbery where they plan to steal the "Dilli Singh Diamond". When Dilli Singh hears this he calls a special meeting of
all his wives and chases Pandey's brother out of town. In the end, it is discovered that the "Dilli Singh Diamond" is in fact a
copy of the original and that the real diamond has been stolen by Chhota Pandey. Pandey is arrested for the crime, and the

Dasan Chief (played by Sudhir Pandey) is forced to give the diamond to Dilli Singh. As a result, Dilli Singh, his wives, and his
friend Pandey are all released from prison. Dilli Singh and his wives then plan a wedding reception for Rohit and Jewel. Dilli

Singh's first wife Kunika is furious when she hears of the affair and is also annoyed that Rohit hasn't visited any of them in the
prison. She blames Rohit and leaves the reception early. Dilli Singh follows her home and unmasks her as a common thief, but

she has another 520fdb1ae7
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